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Aside from operational
activities, training is the
single most important
thing a team does. The
time and resources
invested in training is
considerable. And
good, well thought-out
training programmes
are central to a team’s
effectiveness, safe
operation and
professionalism.
However, training is
only successful if it
adheres to a number
of key principles and
planned in conjunction
with the team’s overall
aims. A team which
simply repeats the
same programme
year on year with little
regard to operational
needs, and how they
change over time, is
unlikely to operate
effectively. Similarly,
ignoring the importance
of techniques and
methods of delivery,
training is doomed to
remain sterile and
uninteresting.
For a training programme to

work properly, it has to stand

scrutiny again a wide number of

criteria. Consider the following

questions, which could be asked

of a team’s training programme.

� Does it include all the relevant

activities every year and if so why?

� Is the correct amount of time

spent on each activity?

� How is the overall programme

evaluated for effectiveness?

� Are the most appropriate people

and resources used to deliver the

programme?

� Is the team mindful of different

methods of delivery?

� How confident is the team that

members actually learn skills?

� What methods does it use to

measure learning?

� Does the team know how other

teams go about training?

Many of these, and related

questions, centre on the

importance of delivery and

evaluation and not just training

content. For example, a team’s

annual programme as well as the

learning of individual members

must be examined for

effectiveness; it is inappropriate to

make assumptions about (or

worse still not even consider)

whether aims are met or whether

things could be done better.

In this four-part series of articles I

examine some of these topics in

more detail. But let’s make a start

by looking at why teams train.

Some of this will be obvious but

there may be a few topics some

teams have not considered.

The aims and purposes
of training
The purpose of training may be

seen simply to improve the

technical skills of team members. I

think this is a limited perspective.

Training should have a much

broader impact than this and

address a number of areas. Why

do I say this? Well, for one thing,

human learning is a multi-

dimensional process; it can have

physical, cognitive, perceptual and

qualitative components (see

diagram). For example, many

aspects of first aid require

competence in the physical skills

(how to treat various problems),

perceptual skills (recognising what

the problem is), decision making

(deciding on order of priority when

there are several casualties),

knowledge acquisition (anatomy

and physiology) as well as

attitudinal capacities (resolve and

fortitude when faced with a dire

situation). Similarly, mountain

rescue is a multi-various arena

where different skills each

requiring their own knowledge

base and skills are selected and
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COGNITIVE AFFECTIVE
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Three dimensions to human learning

Affective = feelings,
emotions, attitudes, aspirations, motives

Cognitive = intellect, memory, knowledge
perception, anticipation

Psychomotor = skills, movements, techniques
Taken from Sharp (2004)
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decisions made to enable

everything to come together to

good effect. So, technical skills

invariably take place within a wider

context and training should

recognise this. Indeed, in some

cases, the learning of technical

skills may be less important than

knowing when and how to use

them.

So, how should this be reflected

in training? I believe there are five

broad areas.

Technical
One of the clearest aims of

training is to help members develop

their knowledge and skills in

relevant technical areas – radio

communication, first aid, use of

pyrotechnics, rope handing skills

etc. This is probably the bedrock

of any training programme. Team

members should know how to

perform techniques and be

competent in their execution. They

should also learn about any

limitations, specific applications

and safety implications etc. There

might also be an associated

knowledge base underlying each

technique (eg. rope types,

manufacture, maintenance) that

should be gained.

It’s fairly easy to identify a team’s

technical requirements (as long as

the right information is used) but

it’s important to recognise that the

profile of skills required by one

team may not be the same as

another team. And the relative

importance of particular types of

expertise may vary between

teams. These factors will dictate

how much time a team spends on

training and how that training is

delivered.

It’s worth mentioning at this point

that the word ‘training’ is,

technically incorrect. For many

people training conveys notions of

exercise and fitness. Indeed, it’s a

rather old-fashioned term, no

longer used by many professional

organisations (eg. education and

coaching). Traditionally, training

implies one-way communication

between the ‘instructor/leader’ and

the learner. This is a major

weakness because modern

principles of learning focus on the

interaction between people and

especially active involvement by

the learner.

So, even though the word

training is commonplace in

mountain rescue, it should be

recognised that it has little to do

with exercise and fitness. More

important, team training should not

be seen as ‘top down’, but more

an interactive process where

everybody learns.

Attitudinal
The success of a team depends

on the individual effectiveness of

its members. This, in turn, relies

on individual commitment. Training

should facilitate commitment by

engendering positive attitudes

between members (whatever their

level of experience or background

in life) and to the over-arching

cause of mountain rescue. In

addition, training should assist

team morale and good teamwork

both within the rescue team and

with external agencies. Central to

this is good communication

between members which ensures

everybody is fully informed at all

times about the team’s affairs. If

everyone knows what’s going on

and feels involved in all aspects of

the team’s work then a solid basis

exists from which positive attitudes

and values can grow.

One expression of positive

attitude is the recognition by all of

the skills and limitations of each

other. A major strength of any

team is the diversity of skills and

perspectives individuals bring to it.

Some excel in particular areas

whist others are less competent.

It’s crucial that team training

maximises the various talents and

interests of individual members

and at the same time develops the

skills of those who are less capable

or show interest in particular areas.

The role of team leaders and

those responsible for training in

motivating members and

encouraging positive attitudes is

central in taking everyone forwards.

Involving team members

(especially newcomers) in training

delivery will be looked at in more

detail in the third section of this

series.

Leadership
It’s fairly obvious that good

leadership is vital not only in the

way technical subjects such as

rope handling and radio

communications are managed,

but also to over-arching areas

such as financial management,

search administration and team

leadership. Key subjects like these

need to be properly managed and

led. It’s worth saying that not

everyone is capable of (or indeed

interested in) good leadership.

Also, it doesn’t follow that

someone who is technically

competent in a particular area (eg.

radio comms) will be able to lead

training in that area.

The important point here is that

teams ensure that people who

take on leadership roles are those

best suited to the role and do so

for the right reasons. It’s probably
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a little altruistic to say this, but my

view is that people should lead for

the simple good of the team and

not for personal gain or ego

satisfaction. One way a team can

facilitate this is to use training as a

‘proving ground’ for leadership.

Opportunities should be devised

for individual members to take

responsibility and assume

leadership roles. A good model is

to put someone in charge of a

scenario, with backup from a

more experienced member who

can advise and prompt when

required. In this way, the member

can take responsibility whilst

making decisions (and mistakes)

without any accompanying

disastrous consequences.

Sometimes, putting someone is a

‘trainee leadership’ role can reveal

leadership qualities that otherwise

go unnoticed. Incidentally, a lot of

mileage can be gained by letting

people make mistakes and we’ll

return to this topic in greater detail

in a later edition.

Safety
It’s commonly accepted that,

whilst mountain rescue teams are

voluntary in nature, they work to

high professional standards.

Training provides a good

opportunity to establish and

reinforce – particularly with newer

members – standard operating

procedures that are effective,

robust and safe. This is central to

the professional approach.

Inculcating a standard and safe

approach to practice is something

which, at some times, may be up

front and observable, but at other

times it may be light touch and

barely visible. Of course, it’s up to

individual teams to decide what

constitutes safe practice, as much

will depend on the team’s local

environment and operational

requirements.

Training should seek to reinforce

good practice and opportunities

sought to examine potential

hazard areas (eg. by comparing

contrasting rope techniques). Time

should be set aside within the

training programme to establish,

revise and critically examine its

standard operating procedures. A

useful strategy is to involve the

entire team in this process – rather

than just a selected group.

Sometimes it’s surprising how

perceptive a new member’s

observations can be. Total

involvement like this helps to

ensure nothing is overlooked or

dealt with inadequately. The same

applies to the team’s risk

assessment. The involvement of

all team members in such vital

matters helps to cultivate team

commitment and develop a sense

of team ‘ownership’. At the end of

the day, safe practice and the use

of standard procedures should

become part of a team’s culture.

Training should play a big part in

developing that culture.

Programme
development
It may not be obvious, but a

training programme should ‘sow

the seeds of its own destruction’!

Programmes should be self-critical

and generate feedback about

weaknesses – team and individual

– and show where additional or

different training is required. It’s

already been suggested that

training programmes shouldn’t be

repeated the same way each year.

They should grow and develop

across time – there are always

more effective ways to deliver

particular topics. Therefore, it’s

incumbent on team members –

especially those responsible for

training – to adopt a critical

approach to change and look for

ways to improve as the team

moves forwards each year.

It’s worth noting that operational

work should be viewed as an

extension of training. Rescues

don’t always go to plan and

unexpected events occur. These

experiences should be noted

(probably at a hot debrief just after

the rescue) and subsequently

used to inform training. Rescues,

of course, provide team members

with the opportunity to practise

skills in real settings and

consequently learn on the job.

Sometimes it’s difficult to apply a

skill properly if it takes place in a

simulated environment or when

conditions such as the

weather/stress are otherwise

favourable – especially if it requires

a high degree of cooperation

between team members. Rescues

therefore provide opportunities for

learning in real, stressful situations.

From an operational viewpoint, it’s

critical that members are deployed

such that their weaknesses don’t

compromise the rescue or add

risk to individuals. But there should

be opportunities to give new or

less skilled members responsibility

under the watchful eye of a

competent team member.
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Bob Sharp has over thirty years
experience in mountain
rescue, and a lifetime of
professional experience in
education and coaching. This
article summarises what he
feels are the key features of a
good training programme.
This is not intended as a
blueprint for success but
readers may extract the points
appropriate for their particular
circumstances. His ideas may
serve just to confirm existing
good practice or, in other
cases, may indicate a new
way of looking at things or
provide a reminder of
practices used in the past that
could be resurrected.


